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GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF ORGANIC COATED
METAL SHEETS
Upon acceptance, you should verify if the delivery specification is in line with actually delivered goods.
Thoroughly inspect the delivered goods, and in case any part of the delivery is missing or there are any visible
damages, make exact notes in the acceptance report or the packing list and ensure they are confirmed with
carrier's signature.

TRANSPORT
When picking up goods with an own vehicle, it must be equipped with an appropriate loading platform that
will enable to freely load and unload the goods. Properly fixed metal sheet packages during transport will
prevent damages.
Metal sheets must be protected against moisture!
It is advisable to unload the goods in original packaging with the use of mechanical equipment. It is
recommended to unload goods using a fork lift truck with a proper fork spacing secured so as to prevent any
damages of the metal sheet surface (scratches, indents or breaks).
Manual unloading operations should be carried out by a sufficient number of persons. Special care must be
taken not to move metal sheets against one another or not to bend lateral edges of a metal sheet. It is difficult
to install properly metal sheets deformed during unloading and handling operations.

STORAGE
Coated metal sheets in original packaging should be stored in dry and ventilated rooms. In case of storing
packages for a longer period of time, remove the protective films and ensure free air circulation between
sheets.
The maximum storage time should not exceed 6 months from the production date.
Packages should be stored in one layer. The distance from the floor should be at least 20 cm.
Protective films does not release you from your obligation to secure metal sheets during storage properly.
CUTTING AND INSTALLATION
To cut metal sheets use a shearing machine or electric shears with rotating head. Once the installation works
have been finished, the surface of a metal sheet must be thoroughly cleaned so that no impurities (metal
impurities in particular) that may lead to paint and zinc layer damages (scratches, rust, perforation etc.) are
left. In case of surface damage, make a required (spot) touch up using a paint compliant with the original
colour of metal sheets.
No claims shall be considered in case of using a grinder.
NOTE: In case of surface damages of metal sheets resulting from moisture or mechanical damages any
possible claims will be rejected.

